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Q3 2019 
 
Abax Absolute Fund Commentary 
 
Quarterly Overview 
 
The third quarter of 2019 saw a depreciation in local risk assets as the market experienced continued 
trade tensions, concerns around slowing global growth and weakening local investment 
fundamentals. The Federal Reserve embarked on an ‘insurance’ easing cycle during the quarter by 
cutting rates twice. Globally, most developed world central banks have a definite easing bias, 
supported by low inflation. Markets have been very much driven by macro events the last couple of 
years and with the supportive central banks always happy to step in, one can’t but wonder how this 
will end when monetary policy stops working (i.e. when the ammunition runs out).  
 
Overall, investors remain very bearish on the prospects for the South African economy given the lack 
of any meaningful policy direction. Policy uncertainty is weighing heavily on business confidence and 
manufacturing activity in South Africa, as indicated by the PMI manufacturing numbers, remaining 
trapped below 50 or in contraction. In fact, the ABSA PMI declined to 41.6 points in September 2019 
– its worst level in 10 years. Both Consumer and Business Confidence Indices plummeted to multi-
decade lows in August. In addition, according to the Reserve Bank’s Quarterly Bulletin, the economy 
entered the 70th month of a weakening cycle in September – and remains trapped in its longest 
downward cycle since 1945.  
 
Over Q3 2019 the Rand weakened by 7.5% from R14.08 to R15.14 to the US$. The rand is trading 
slightly cheap on our valuation, but similarly to bonds, should a non-credible MTBPS and lackluster 
growth continue to be presented, can trade substantially weaker. The FTSE/JSE SWIX Index delivered 
a return of -4.3% while the property sector continued its negative trend delivering -4.4%. Cash 
delivered 1.8%, bonds 0.7% while inflation-linked bonds returned 0.1% for the quarter. On the 
international front MSCI World added 0.7% in dollars with emerging markets lagging at -4.1% for the 
quarter.  
 
 Fund Positioning 
 
The Fund continued to remain cautious over the quarter, with a lower than normal duration on South 
African bonds. South African yields have been fluctuating around fair value, perhaps on the slightly 
cheap side, but have not moved to sufficiently attractive levels for the fund to increase duration. We 
estimate the SA budget deficit to be in the region of 6%, a staggering miss from Treasury’s targeted 
4.5%. This implies a debt to GDP ratio of approximately 60% in FY 2019/2020. South Africa has 
experienced a 30% increase in debt to GDP over the past 10 years – second only to Argentina amongst 
EM peers when monitoring the pace of debt accumulation. The direction of this debt trajectory 
depends predominantly on two key variables, firstly growth, and secondly further commitments to 
SOE’s. The IMF marks a debt to GDP ratio of more than 70% for emerging markets as breaching the 
critical debt threshold, beyond which debt sustainability is put at high risk. This illustrates how 
imperative it is for a credible budget to be presented, the Eskom issue to be dealt with and reforms 
for growth and expenditure management to be implemented with resolve.  
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The Fund currently has a low exposure to a diversified pool of domestic property assets. We increased 
our exposure slightly during the quarter, buying opportunistically into share price dips. Given the 
diminished growth prospect of this sector, we are cautious to buy only stronger quality and more 
liquid names. Our exposure to property remains underweight and will largely remain so for the time 
being. Although yields look optically cheap it’s important to note how low growth is, and strip any 
false yield enhancing mechanisms, when assessing the fair value of these assets.   
 
Domestic equites offer a more compelling alternative and 60% of stocks are below their levels of 5 
years ago. Against this backdrop, equity valuations are attractive - the JSE Top 100 (ex-Naspers) is now 
trading on a forward P/E of approximately 10x - a massive derating since its peak in October 2015 at 
14x. The combination of cheap valuations and depressed earnings expectations implies the prospect 
of better returns ahead, although it is likely that our patience will continue to be tested, as it is difficult 
to imagine the economy (or sentiment for that matter) improving in the short term. We continue to 
protect some of our domestic equities for moderate falls in the market.  
 
There is much talk about the fact that the global equity bull market is long-in-the-tooth. The more 
sobering reality is that the strong performance of the MSCI has been driven by a few stocks listed in a 
few sectors (technology, consumer staples and healthcare), mainly in the US. In comparison, Emerging 
markets, European, UK and Japanese markets have been material laggards, and appear fairly or 
attractively valued. We view US equities as expensive; from an overall asset class view prefer domestic 
equities to their offshore counterparts (this balance is always judged within the overall portfolio 
construction process and keeping diversification principles in mind).  
 
Conclusion 
 
The Fund produced a return of +8.4% over one year (net of fees), ahead of the peergroup (+5.1%). The 
Fund is ahead of CPI+3% over 1-year, slightly behind over 3-years while achieving the inflation target 
over 5-years. The Fund has outperformed the peergroup over 1, 3 and 5 years and delivered top 
quartile performance over these measurement periods. Some of the successful return contributors 
have been offshore equities and fixed income (on the back of a depreciating currency) while local fixed 
income assets also contributed to performance. Some of the lackluster domestic equity performance 
has been cushioned by the downside protection employed by the Fund.  
 
On the domestic front, we do believe longer term structural reforms and more urgent action is 
required by government to move asset prices significantly stronger from current levels (unless global 
forces allow for a risk-on environment, in which case we will benefit). The current fund yield of about 
6% should give investors some comfort over the short to medium term. We have a slightly more 
defensive bias currently (albeit well diversified) and will use risk-off episodes to add to assets that fit 
our risk profile.  
 


